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One truth can not contradict another truth. Cogis one and the same.

present and defend which

truth
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a clear and systematic conception of Reality.
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It is

a process of concentrating the forces of existence

cured, and eftorts are

co^mical laws of the All.
Translations from the most prominent authors of Europe have been promade to present the very best and most advanced thought

done through the process of self-preservation. This principle ct selfisra is means only, not an end. Without it there would
be stagnation, but the individual organism does not exist for its
own sake. Nature's aim is higher, broader, richer lite. The end

bearing on scientific, religious, social, and economic questions.

of individual existence

regulates the relations of the individual to his fellow-beings as well as to the

which

is

is

the

common

good, the general well-be-

and here is where the law of ethics and the obligations of religion bear upon social problems.
Individual self-interest and ening,
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a philosophic novel

endeavors to instruct men in the life of their own spirit,
to strengthen and improve them."
In the actions, conversation, and adventures of the characters
we see this philosophy guiding, teaching and improving them
and us. Here through the easy and pleasant method of novel
reading we learn the secret inspiration which produces those
" It

and thus

wonderful phenomena, which hitherto have been considered the
mysteries of
law, and

all

life;

the

here

we

see destiny directed and controlled by

phenomena of

natural and physical

a

'

;'

Wheelbarrow " we understand that it is literallj' true.
"Wheelbarrow" treats the labor question in a manner peculiarly his own, with illustrations drawn from every-day experience and presenting a moral which may be seen at a glance.
He advises the working men in a friendly, persuasive way, and
criticises many of their methods of reform as harmful to themThese essays have been much
selves, tyrannical and unwise.
admired, not only by the working men, but also by men eminent in
American literature. In an editorial article on " Wheelbarrow,"
" He possesses in a striking degree the
the Boston Herald said
"

by Gustav
Freytag. In this refined and interesting story the reader becomes
acquainted with some strongly marked personalities, and hears
from them some rich and rare philosophy. "What is the object of
philosophy.'"' says Frau RoUmaus to the Professor.
22

the standpoint

wheelbarrow now. In his first essay, published in one of the
early numbers of The Open Court, he says: " I sign my name
Wheelbarrow because that is the implement of my handicraft
or was when I was a strong man. I was by profession a 'railroad man my part in the railroad business was making the roadbed by the aid of a pick, a shovel and a wheelbarrow." We
quote this passage because from our personal acquaintance with
'

(Nixon Building,

men from

work with a shovel and

life

are

com-

prehended as phases of one and the same. This monism or conception of the oneness of all life and all nature pervades all pages
of this wonderful work of fiction.

:

rare ability of being able to treat of complicated matters in so

and simple a manner as to make them easy of comprehension to those who have never before given the subject much
thought. Last year he published a series of tracts on the labor
question which were widely read, but not half so widely as they
deserved to be. Treating of his subject from a working man's
standpoint, he displayed an extraordinary wealth of apt but homely
lucid

illustrations."
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A MARRIAGE ADDRESS.
you are now husband and
view of the matter.
Marriage is a union of hearts and minds. It has an
ideal significance.
It is an introduction to a newer
and higher life. It is not inapt then that a few words
be addressed to you on these broader and deeper
aspects of the relation on which you are now entering.
Marriage, to those who take the modern view of the
world,

there

is still

a wider

is

a sacrament.

cannot be entered on
serve low purposes.

It is

lightly.

It

a sacred thing.

cannot be

made

to

Marriage that springs not from love is an anomaly
and often draws after it a bitter curse. It is love that
gives it its sacredness.
No hand of priest or minister,
no mystic rite can atone for the lack of this, and the
most venerated forms can do no more than set it forth
and declare it with becoming solemnity and impressiveness.

love that finds

its

is it

fruition in marriage is not of

for a

being, and in anticipation

Such love

is

it

day

it is

;

covers the entire

the high tide of the soul

men and women

of the entire

;

life.

experiencing

it,

are twice themselves; reason, imagi-

nation, and even the senses,

seem

gifted with

new

It is
.

a partnership in virtue;

The grandeur
moments we can

of

our nature

is

is

also a partnership

A wife

that pertain to an advancing civilization.

is

no

her husband a lord whom she
must obey. She is a companion, she is to be the partner of his thoughts, of his aims in life, and to share in

longer a slave, nor

is

How sweet is such comradeship for a
man, and how it enlarges the soul of a woman.
Men and women are not alike, nor have they the
same duties; but they should sympathize with one
another, and understand one another. They need one
another; they are complementary to one another, and

his ambitions.

" For

that from our best

woman

is

is

imperfect.

not undeveloped

man

But diverse could we make her as the man,
Sweet love were slain his dearest bond is this.
Not like to like; but like in difference
Yet in the long years liker they must grow
:

take the rule for our poorest and

Marriage involves not merely a state of feeling,
but also a state of will. The love of which I speak is
after all a choice. It finds its utterance in avow. The old
Latin word sacrayiiciitum meant an oath. It was often
applied to the pledge of loyalty to one's countrj', which
A sacrament is that in which we bind
a soldier took.
ourselves over to something.
So, in this act of marriage, my friends, you bind yourselves over to one
another.
You take your best thoughts now, your
purest feelings, and you say to yourselves, these we
will make the rule and the law for all our lives.
You
will act always in love, you will seek always one
another's good, you will to quote a beautiful passage
of Christian Scripture
"in honor prefer one another,"
you will to quote still another "never let the sun go

:

worst.

—

—

it

(or should be) in the things of the mind, the things

each without the other

powers.

tender-hearted,

;

It

" Love's not love,
it is mingled with regards that
stand
Aloof from the entire point."

The

Dollars per Ye
Single Copies, lO cts

—

When

the body only, nor

I

and alwaj's ready to forgive oneanother.
These finest and highest feelings I know are in your
hearts now, and you are inwardly saying to yourselves,
yes, we will be true to them, and be what in our
dreams we want to be. Make these ardent resolutions,
vow that through life you will be true to one another,
that you will love and honor, comfort and keep one another, in sickness and in health, in prosperity and in adversity
and these moments will live in your memory
as a holy time to 3'ou, and the remembrance of them will
make you strong, should temptations ever assail you,
will make you brave in trial, will keep you faithful and
serene should j'our feelings ever ebb a little instead of
keeping at full tide.
Marriage is a partnership in all sweet affections.

In the eyes o£ the law

But

Two

1

i!

down on your wrath," but be kind and

BY W.M. M. SALTER.

wife.

22,

—

—

The man be more of woman, she of man
He gain in sweetness and in moral height,
Nor lose the wrestling thews that throw the world;
;

She mental breadth, nor fail in childward care,
Nor lose the childlike in the larger mind
she set herself to man.
Like perfect music unto noble words
And so these twain, upon the skirts of time,
;

Till at the last

;

by side, full-summed in all their powers.
Dispersing harvest, sowing the To-be.
Self-reverent each, and reverencing each.

sit side

Distinct in individualities.
like each other even as those who love.
Then comes the statelier Ed£n back to men
Then reign the world's great bridals, chaste and calm.
Then springs the crowning race of humankind.

But

:

'

highest duty and the proudest right which man
or woman can have is to work for the progressive civThe aim of our lives is not
ilization of mankind.

The

THE OPEN COURT.
altogether in ourselves.

whole.

We

We

are parts of

We

belong to humanity.

a greater

cannot help

thinking of a more perfect humanity that will some day
be, and as the rivers flow onward to the sea, so do our
souls move in longing and desire toward the future

triumph of the good.

The significance of marriage is at bottom moral;
it we are taken out of ourselves and linked to
another; we learn unselfishness, we learn that our

by

true

life is

not in ourselves, but in union with another.

Morahty

in

widest sense,

its

might

I

call

our

—

marriage with humanity, so that the centre of our
being is no longer in these poor, partial, and so swiftly
vanishing selves, but in that grander life of which we
are a part, which was before we were and will continue
to

be after we are gone.

inevitably suggests the
of

The marriage of two souls
union of each to the good

The one should lead to the other. The
which has made your hearts tender to one

all.

love

another, though in one sense

it

is

peculiar to your-

and always must be, should yet make you
tenderer to all the sons and daughters of men. Do not
retreat within yourselves, do not turn love into a new
though slightly larger selfishness. From its hidden
selves

spring

come

let

a stream to enrich the world, let

it

give you the impulse and the courage to dare and do
for the true and the right as never before.

You

join

hands now, join them

in fealty to

one

another, to love and serve one another while you live;
join

them

also,

I

pray you, in a

to give yourselves to the true

still

grander

vow

love and service of hu-

manity.

We

all of

us

who

are here, bless you,

and from our

hearts wish you joy.

.

THE MARRIAGE PROBLEM.
BY

E. D.

SYSTEMS.

subject

is

possible, prejudice or bias.

The

not usually treated of in cold blood, so to

speak, just as one does not ordinaril)' handle deliber-

and closely inspect, a burning object. Howhope to be able to maintain the judicial attitude towards the subject of the present section of this
paper, and I beg that my readers will do the same. I
hope to avoid the unreasoning denunciation of imaginary evils, and laudation of supposititious good, which
ately,

ever,

is

man and a
make its

will

and
are

if

preservation a matter, of especial

effort,

the various wants of the character of the one

no room for any third or
This state of affairs will, however, not
an imperfect condition of civilization of

met by the

fourth person.

be general in

other, there is

manners and mind, so that monogamy must be, in
more or less imperfect arrangement.
The reasons why monogamic marriage is so often a
failure, are as numerous as are the faults of human
character, but one of the most common is one which
might be avoided. This is the existence of a pessimism on the subject, and an ignorance of how much
happiness may be developed, so to speak, by the mere
point of fact, a

Nature has given us the initiit.
no reason but human perversity,
why we should not take a hint from her pointings, and
go beyond her into the regions of mind, where light
and life are, and where Nature herself is transfigured
by the atmosphere through which we viewher. Buthow
many persons fail to rise, or having risen, to remain, in
this region of the exaltation of true love, but throw
away in the most reckless manner a jewel which they
may never recover. It seems extremely probable that
if this subject could be properly understood, and beattempt to produce
ative,

and there

come,

in the details of its practical conduct, a part of

the idea, that

I have treated the subject of this paper in what
might seem to some readers to be a utilitarian spirit,
and I have done so intentionally. I have desired to
get at the basis of fact on which some of the strongest of the emotions of the human mind repose, so as
if

monogamy is the better
Where the sex-interest between a
woman is sufficiently strong, both of them

systems a good or successful
for both sexes.

might attain a
found in actual

MODIFICATIONS OF THE PRESENT MARRIAGE

to be able to avoid,

untary polygamy being meant. It does not seem difthe present writer to show that of these two

ficult to

is

monogamic marriage
more general success than is often

a written social science, that the

COPE, PH. D.

{Concluded.)
III.

has been already remarked that of the four possystems of intersexual relation, those of heterogamy and polyandry are either destructive of the best
interests of society, or are, for material reasons, impracticable.
It remains to consider the two remaining ones, polygamy and monogamy; by polygamy, volIt

sible

I

the material of current discussion of the subject.

perfect of

far
life.

it is

human

But, far be

not now, in

it

many

from

me

to

admit
most

instances, the

relations.

Since as much suffering is caused by ignorance
as by wickedness, a great deal of the waste of happiness in marriage life is due to an ignorance of the possibilities of the situation.

reflect that there is

The woman

often does not

nothing but his affection to bind

her husband to her, until her own unkindness has
driven him away. The unsuspected result comes on
her like a lightning-stroke, and she
time for regrets. The man does not
bilities of

love that

lie in

may have much
know the possi-

the heart of his wife until

she gives him some evidence that shames him into respect for her, or until she is lost to him through his
And from these extreme conditions to
ill treatment.
matters of lesser import.

oren court.

ihe:
'

and

suffers,

Man
Man

schaSt so gem sich Sorg' und Muh',
sucht die Dorn'n und findet sic"

where

would

and

clear the sky

let in

perpetual sunshine.

unfitted for the partnership of marriage, follows from

and education. There are men
whose personal habits and manners render them untheir various ancestry

any but a woman of their own low
There are women who are possessed of a hysteria of an aggressive character, who constantly tempt
the man to put his superior muscular force into pracfor the society of

type.

tical operation.

who have

Then

there are persons of both sexes

injurious habits, and others

who

are

more

Insane persons and habitual drunkards, opium eaters, etc., should not, in the writer's
opinion be permitted to marry, or if married, should
be separated from their husbands or wives. This is
or less insane.

for the all-sufficient reason that

such unions cause a

great deterioration of the race.

Of the reforms nec-

essary in our marriage laws, this one

which

is

the

first to

wish to call attention. But the suffering and
loss arising from ill-assorted marriages are not confined to the lower or abnormal types of men, but extend to the highest. In fact it is probable that the
mental suffering is greatest among the most highly organized of mankind, where emotional sensibility is
most active, and intellectual life more real and imI

portant to

its

this proposition

that

it

involves the introduction of a

reign of confusion, and in fact the adoption of a kind

That there are serious divergencies of character
and conduct in men and women which render them

fit

marriage relation be abolished, and arrangements be
the two pprsons interested, to suit their own
convenience and pleasure. It has been objected to

made by

a little knowledge, a little benevo-

lence, or a little physic,

1321

The experience

possessor.

of the in-

it is alleged, would be conand children would not know their
parents, norparents their children. Such critics mistake

of

heterogamy.

Partners,

tinually changing,

human

a great deal of

woman

and a

nature.

The union

of law, but the laws are its creature.

who can

of a

man

in the social relation is not the creature

A man and woman

happily together in their natural relation,

live

There are iiinumerable

are not easily separated.

in-

stances where couples live together without any bond

own

but their
is

woman

is

one and

especially

Her more

The bond

consent.

also a strong

is

created by children

tenacious for various reasons.

affectionate

nature, her anxiety for her

children, her comparative dependence,

more

The

not readily broken.

all

render her

some ill than to fly to possibly
greater ones that she knows not of. And this nature
meets with its response in many men. Under a free
willing to suffer

system many improper associations could be broken
up, and good ones could be formed. But on the other
hand full scope would be given to both the attractions
and repulsions of the moment, to which some persons
of both sexes are subject; with the result of frequent
temporary relations, or a form of heterogamy. So the
objection to the abolition of marriage laws holds good
as regards a certain type of character, a type

which

seems, moreover, to be the prevalent one in some

man or woman is illustrated by the case
mentioned by P. G. Hamerton. The man relates that
after marriage he found his wife to be totally ignorant.
He attempted to teach her; she became angry
at this, and he gave it up, and with it the hope of com-

pears to the writer to be the securing of a practicable

panionship for a life time. The position of woman in
an ill assorted marriage is even more unfortunate than

when

tellectual

that of
relief;

man, on account of her fewer opportunities for
and on account of the still greater grievance of

the physical impress she receives in the case that she

bears children.

That there should be

a large percentage of un-

successful marriages, as marriages are made, is to be ex-

pected.

The

principal element in determining the re-

sult so far as

we can

contiguity; often with

see, is

small opportunity of real acquaintance.
astrous mesalliances are often
incapacity of a noble _boy or

The most

made through

dis-

the sheer

imagine the worthlessness or depravity of the characters with whom he
or she is brought into contact; and the most unsuspicious natures are the most easily deceived. All this
is well worn ground, and I now turn to possible remgirl to

edies.
It

has been proposed that

all

laws governing the

races of men.

The

principal object of reform in this matter ap-

and protected monogamy. While this system preand develops the highest type of character

serves

successful,

when

not judiciously or truly car-

may and

does produce quite the opDivorce laws designed to meet the difficulty have been enacted by various countries.
But
in not a few of them they are inadequate to meet even
the most ordinary contingencies, while in none are
ried into effect,

it

posite result.

they applicable to the cases which arise
best people.
to public

It

to

among

the

be necessary to expose

gaze the inner chambers of the heart; and to

and death of the affections in legal
render them ridiculous. Moreover,
leave a question in which two persons are

describe the

life

phraseology

is

it is

ought not

safe to

to

so deeply interested, to themselves alone for solution,

under such safeguards as are necessary for the conservation of the good which the monogamic system brings
That the interests of society reto society at large.
quire that matrimonial mistakes shall not be corrected,
I do not believe; and the attempt to force people to
live together in the marriage relation who, after a full
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and

fair trial,

mony

have found

or comfort,

impossible to do so in har-

it

a " relic of barbarism," fully as

is

objectionable as the " twins," against which American

Moreover, this attempt

politics so protests.

successful, but

is

rarely

is

responsible for a large part of the

heterogamy that

exists in so-called civilized countries.

The number

married people to be found

prostitutes

of

and

among
Under

their supporters is very large.

proper marriage laws, a great proportion of these people might become monogamic, to their great advantage in every respect.
Of course, this cannot be done if legislators can be
induced to share the absurd opinions prevalent in

some quarters on

In illustration,

this subject.

I

cite

following resolutions, adopted by a meeting of

the

ministers, held in Philadelphia, a few years ago:

"The

chief requirement

the repeal of

is

all

laws allowing

divorce for any offense except marital infidelity.
" Divorce should not be granted for marital infidelity
is

committed by connivance on the part of the

plication

is

offense, or

when

plaintiff,

when

it

or the ap-

made within three years of the commission of the
when the plaintiff also has committed the crime, or
not

the plaintiff has not resided in the State for a period of

three years.
" When the divorce

is

granted for marital

infidelity, the guilty

party should not be allowed to marry again during the

life

of the

plaintiff.

" In lieu of divorce for cruelty, substitute separation for a lim-

and make provision for the support of the wife
by the husband. Misconduct on the part of the plaintiff should be
ited time or forever,

a bar to separation.

"The

hearing of facts in

all

cases should be public."

This report was freely discussed by the ministers

and it was ratified.
These resolutions seem expressly designed for the
perpetuation of the real "twin relics of barbarism" of
American society; compulsory marital relations and
prostitution.
Their origin is evidently due to thatundefinable superstition against marital changes which

so hungry.

and endeavor to punish those whom fate has already
punished too severely. Any attempt to improve the
condition of men in this direction inspires them with
a groundless fear of some dire contingency which they
do not understand and cannot explain, but which exists at their very doors, largely sustained by their own
blindness and often insinceritj'.
time that the merits of the present
marriage shall be weighed against its demerits.
I have no sympathy with those complacent
dreamers who declare that no reform is necessary.
The question is a pressing one, and the facts are beEighteen hundred years of Christianity finds
fore us.
us in as great difficulties as ever, but with our sense
of justice quickened, and our sympathies developed.
It

common

is

a superstition that has its foundations in good, but

in the less

informed

circles of society.

It

one whose branches, spreading too widely, have been
rather a upas tree than a healer of nations.
Extreme views on this point are probably largely
due to the unconscious jealousy which forms so important an ingredient in human nature.
It is charged
against reformers who would do away with marriage
laws that their views are only adapted to an ideal
world, and not to real men and women; and the charge
appears to me to be just. But it is equally applicable to the conservatives on the other side of the
question, whose opinions betray either an ignorance
of their kind, or an inhuman disregard of their happiness. Happily married people, and unmarried women,

We

large proportion

of

their

and misfortunes

fellow-beings;

and,

in fact

of

have as a basis the

fact that

most

of the white

race at least, are capable of a generous and self-sacrificing intersexual passion, which,

treated with rea-

if

That
shows what the
natural relations of the sexes are, so that neither sex need
ask impossibilities of the other. The man must not
demand of the woman the unsensitiveness and mental
solidarity that he finds in his own sex; nor must the
woman expect to control the man by force, whether of
the tongue or otherwise. It is also safe to believe that
no laws should separate a man and woman who have
loved each other long enough, nor are any laws necessary to keep them together.
sonable consideration,

knowledge

is

now

is

of a lasting character.

attainable which

In this question the true position appears to the
I>i medio tutissimus ibis

writer to be the golden mean.
is

especially applicable here.

What

that matrimonial changes shall be

is

necessary

is

removed from the

domain

of caprice, and shall be only permitted after a
and fair trial. This object can be attained by a
system of civil marriage contracts which shall run for
a definite time, and terminate under conditions to be
mentioned later. These contracts should be of the
same value and effect as the existing marriage contract, and have the same bearing on the questions of
support, property, and divorce, in general, as now provided by the laws of Pennsylvania, which are among

full

the most reasonable in this country in this respect.
limits of these contracts should increase rap-

The time

idly so as to prevent

prived of support.
for less

than

women

The

first

of

mature years being de-

contract ought not to run

five years, so as to .give

ample opportu-

of a

from temporary disagreements. This is more just to both parties than the law as it existed among a nation of antiquity, where a couple were required to devote a year
to the experiment before marriage was permitted. The

like

first

too often regard with utter indifference, mostly the
result of ignorance, the sufferings

is

system

present,

is

who has just dined, wonder how Lazarus can be
They confound misfortunes with crimes,

Dives,

nity for acquaintance,

and

for the recovery

contract should be terminable at thedesire of either
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The second

party.

contract should run for ten or

fif-

teen years, and should then lapse only by desire of both
parties.

A

permanent

third contract providing for

The

lations should be then available.

re-

practical oper-
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that of children, but the support of a

he

is

woman

to

whom

no longer married, should devolve on those

who

The

pro-

are her natural supporters in his absence.

woman

position that a

injured by marriage, does

is

would be as follows:
Previously unmarried persons should be required to
take the first or five years contract. No choice should

not apply generally to a term of five years, and in that
For the discase she needs no financial equivalent.

be permitted in the matter, for then each party would
have a right to suspect the confidence of the other.
They should take the contracts in the order stated, and

consent

should notbepermittedtotakeoneofshortertime on the

that of the supernaturalist

ation of this system of contracts

expiration of one of longer time,

if

they desired to change

solution of the second contract, in later
is

life,

her

own

necessary.

Various objections can be made to the above propSome of these may be briefly noticed. First,

osition.

ent system

is of

who

believes that the pres-

divine origin and cannot be improved.

desired to marry again, shouldbe compelled toadoptthe

He points to the language of Christ who forbade divorce, and to the expression " what God hath joined

longer of the two contracts due to either of the par-

together

their partner. Persons

who had been

should their conditions

ties,

married, and

differ in this respect.

who

This

would maintain the progressive increase in the duration of contracts which the project contemplates, and
thus prevent a continued succession of short contracts.

let

man put

no

It is, however, perhave been made between

asunder."

clear that marriages

fectly

persons

whom God

Christ also

did not join together.

the expressions of astonishment from
his disciples, relaxed somewhat and declared that his

when he heard
was

who could "bear

There should, however, be opportunity for the duplication of a second contract in the case of a person who
should marry a previously unmarried person, which is

doctrine

a concession in favor of the inexperience of the latter

teachers of the Christian religion should be so much
less intelligent on this point of ethics than they are on

person.

In

all

cases of change the disposition of chil-

dren would be the same as is now provided for by the
laws relating to divorce. Disputes over the custody of
children

show

that they do not generally,

under such

Such

a system

would

offer

a safe opportunity for

the correction of errors in matrimony, and a chance
for the reorganization

more hopeful basis

made such

of

mistakes.

and recommencement on a
the lives of persons who have
It

is

probable that a

most others,

made

tion

first

con-

would furnish the experience necessary to a betunderstanding of the relation, and of a better line
of conduct in practical life.
A second change would
be necessary to relatively few persons. In this way
an immense number of marriages would be placed on
a basis which would be both permanent and happy,
tract
ter

and thus an immense amount of sexual irregularitj' and
evil be wiped out of existence. The system may be
found to be susceptible of improvement in some reBut the
spects, and it might seem rather complex.

is

those

It

it."

is

only another illustration of the asser-

at the

opening

of this article, that

we

are

not yet fully civilized in this direction.

The next

circumstances, lack for interested caretakers.

for

pretty evident that like universal peace, the world is
not yet ready for the abolition of divorce, and why the

objection

is

" laisser j-'^zm^;- " declines to continue

ment with the other

When,

a sentimental one.

one who has

at the expiration of fhe first contract, the

the

arrange-

who has done all the lovWhat a hardship! But the

party,

it is easy to exclaim:
hardship of being bound to one that you cannot love,
is the greater of the two, for it is without remedy. The
hardship of the unmarried person has a remedy; time

ing,

It is
and the expulsive effect of a new affection.
a hardship which women are often compelled to inflict on men in single life, who generally survive it. It
must be also remembered that the inferior in moral
endowments will always love the superior in married
life,

a love

Or,

turn.

tion

lies

which the superior may not be able to remay happen that the source of the attrac-

it

in

superior intellectual power.

It is

from

laws regulating contracts as to the holding of ordinary
propert}', are numerous and complicated, and we

mesalliances on these accounts that relief is
needed, and the inferior person will be necessarily the

should not hesitate, for such a reason, to protect and
is of more value to man than any mate-

loser.

cherish what
rial

The

question of support presents

The support

aid from the
a

of children

the following

by the father without

mother would accord with

woman who had

justice, while

surrendered a marriage contract

should occupy the position of a single woman, and reThe support
turn to her parents or support herself.
of

a

woman

while a wife

Another objection comes from the chivalrous man,
fears for gentle women, possibly turned out on

who

objects whatsoever.

aspect:

gross

is

as obligatory on a

man

as

the world without support and with prospects blighted.
This could only occur from the non-assumption of a

new

contract at the expiration of the

first.

The

single

opportunity for change after this requires the consent
But I expect a much larger number
of both parties.
of women would be benefitted than injured by the
opportunity for change

offered

at

the

expiration
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of the

contract.

first

It

seems important that they

should have the opportunity of terminating, of their
own choice, an unfortunate relation. In fact, I suspect
that more women than men would avail themselves of
the opportunity, since a large majority of the divorce

come before our courts are brought by
As to either sex having been injured by
the experiment of a first contract, this would rarely
be the case. Both parties would be greatly improved
by it, and (if not too old) more desirable partners than

COURT.

three wives. While the system of time-contracts here
proposed would do away with polygamy under most
conditions, there remain a few possibilities where it
would be beneficial. For instance, one party to a first
contract might be anxious to take a second contract
expiration, while the other

would decline

cases that

at its

women.

and take
a second contract with the declining party, although he
or she might take one with another person. This would
be truly voluntary polygamy or polyandry, and if agreed
to by all three parties, I see no objection to its being
permitted.
Under ordinary circumstances, very few
persons would be found willing to make such a contract, but there are some cases of hardship which such
permission would remedy. Such, for instance, would
be the case where the man or woman had become the
victim of a chronic disease; or, where either party
should be childless, and in other contingencies that
can be imagined. It must be understood that this suggestion involves no compulsion in any direction, and

the inexperienced.

It is

often a painful process to re-

ceive an education, and while one cannot always re-

gard one's educator with pleasure, one can begin with
another person, much improved in morals and manners.

women

The five-years contract would also furnish to
a much needed protection against mere for-

tune-hunters.
Insincere objections will be

who speak

of both sexes,

made by heterogamists

of the sanctity of

marriage

only to cloak their vicious taste for promiscuity. People who talk of " stirpiculture " and the like will
also probably object
of this doctrine that
effect of

all

it

sincerely.

I

me

to

appears to

heterogamy on women, and

sacrifice of

and

more

can only say

have the

to

evil

involve the

the highest social affections of the race,

that that carries with

In general,

it

it.

be urged against any reform in

will

it weakens the strength of the bond
and impairs the mutual confidence of man and wife.
To this it may be answered that this could not occur
if the law were compulsory on all alike.
Moreover,
the possibility of change would, in most instances, ex-

this direction that

But he or she might be willing

that

word may be now added on the subject

made

This system has been

abuse by press and people in this country;
former largely as a political issue with which
votes.
The much worse and more barbarous
in our midst is not so frequently referred to.
remarkable, in view of

of po-

the target of

men many

is

that our poets so often set into opposi-

it

Is there a secret con-

and death?

nection between them? and

if

so,

The Hebrew poet

by the

" Set

to get

me

as a seal

in the

song

As a seal upon thine arm;
For love is strong as death;
Jealousy

is

cruel as the grave;

The coals the
Which hath a

polygamists, and

"

are coals of
t

fire,

vehement flame.

Many

waters cannot quench love,
Neither can the floods drown it;
If a man would give all the substance of his house for love
It

would utterly be contemned."

of

None but

of death, represents Immortality.

the part of the

woman,

is

and

if

voluntary on

only practicable under ex-

ceptional circumstances.

But the heterogamic relation, unlike polygamy, involves, for men, no responsibility for women or children, and is much less expensive.

A

Is this the

limited

nations of

reason

why

it

is

preferred?

polygamy has been permitted by many

much

civilization.

The Roman law allowed

of songs, sings:

upon thine heart,

than some of our modern legislators, for he knew that
the best way to deal with polygamy was to let it alone.
It is a system of limited application in any country.
it,

can that connection

be explained?

professes to observe the ethical rules of the teacher of
the New Testament, who never forbade it. He was wiser

the rich can sustain

directions pre-

DEATH, LOVE, IMMORTALITY.

How

system
This is
the fact that the prevalent form

of religion reveres as holy

all

under our present laws.
But apart from the objections already mentioned,
polygamy constitutes a burthen upon men which impairs or destroys their effectiveness in any other direction. Little progress in the arts and sciences could
be expected of a polygamous people, since their resources will be chiefly absorbed by their unwieldy domestic establishments, and the ways and means of supporting them.

tion the ideas, love

tracting parties.

lygamy.

involves full responsibility in

cisely as

ercise a salutary influence over the conduct of the con-

A

it

it.

to continue

Love

is strong as death, nay it is stronger; for if
any power that can conquer the grimmest foe
man, it is love. Love therefore, as the conqueror

there

is

How many
tain

among

foolish conceptions of immortality ob-

mortals,

futed by the sages of

and how often have they been reall creeds and of all philosophies!

Nevertheless, the belief in Immortality

rooted in the souls of
in past ages.

We

have

men

to-day as

of late

sage of the American heretic

it

is

as firmly

ever has been

read that beautiful pas-

who

rejects all religion,

XHE OPEN
who

hates Christianity, and

He

believer.

ing against the shores and rocks of time and fate, was not born of any
It was born of human
ebb and flow beneath the mists

book, nor of any creed, nor of any religion.

and

will continue to

it

and clouds of doubts and darkness as long as love kisses the

lips of

death.

"I have said a thousand times, and I
we cannot say, whether death is

not know,

beginning, or end, of a day,
the folding forever of wings

endless

What
form
use?

Let

— the

Is
it

rise or

and love

know whether

me answer

the set of a sun, or an

it not the destruction of that
has become unfit for further

it is

the rise or the set of a sun.

that to us death appears like the set of

we know

As

never ceases to shine, so

its light

that the sun itself never sets.*

What is love but our longing
the old man who looks upon his
life

open

him?

to

life

is

immortal.

for immortalitj'?

tality

And

is

in the eyes of his children

let

errors as well as preju-

is

no

and a craving

fiction,

human

immorTrue

is not possible by egotism, for there exno such a thing as an immortality of the ego. True
immortality is realized by love only; and love is not
only the affection toward our beloved ones; love is
every aspiration for truth, every hope for progress,
and every enthusiasm for the ideal. Love is the broadening of our soul beyond the limit of the ego. But it
is not enlarged egotism either; love has always something of a humanitarian and a universal spirit.
It
thrills our pulses with the life of the All and grants in
a fleeting moment the bliss of a whole eternity.
Immortality is nol presented to us by some generous donor as a gift.
It must be gained by our own
efforts; by our struggling for it must it be deserved.
But there is that comfort in it that it can be gained by
every one who believes in Love.

ists

In this spirit the

And

" Out of

To

life

German

poet says:

there are two roads for every one open:

the Ideal the one,

other will lead unto Death.

th'

Try to escape in freedom as long as you live, on the former,
Ere on the latter you are doomed to destruction and death."
P. C.

that

life

for

heart.

immortality

— does not anew
not that

and

a natural feeling of the

is

youthful sons and en-

joys the baby-smile of his grandchild,

beams

—the

to soar, or

to every one."

a sun; but

vista of

we do

maintained by the agnostic orator that we

It is

cannot

death?

is

ours after

of

— the spreading of pinions

that brings rapture

life,

say again, that

a wall or a door
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dices perish as they deserve.

Immortality

"The idea of immortality, that, like a sea, has ebbed and flowed
the human heart, with its countless waves of hope and fear beat-

affection,

as Nature really does,

he says:

ever, for Immortality;

in

every respect an un-

is in

has no ridicule, no flippant word how-

COURT.

THE SHRINKAGE OF VALUES.

and grandchildren

BY WHEELBARROW.

Does he not commence a new caIs it mere sentimentality,
an empty figure of speech if we say that Love has conquered death indeed? Let death have its prey, if we
but live again, if instead of remaining as we are, small,
limited, egotistic, we may grow and expand, if new
chances of commencing life over again are given unto
us, and if guided by love we can determine ourselves,
how we may be improved in future generations! Let

they carry only flicker in the gloomy vastness; guides
and followers stumble along together. To rich men,
the study of finance and its laws, may be of little con-

death have

sequence, but to me, whose wages never exceeds $400

his very

own

life?

reer in every one of them?

its

prey,

if

our better selves, our noblest

thoughts, our highest ideals, our best deeds will live
in,

and have

a beneficial effect upon, future genera-

tions.

Love is not limited to sexual love. Love is enthu
siasm for everything good and great; love is every
true and noble idea worth being thought again and
and

again,

to

be propagated to the most distant gen-

erations.

Our body,

the visible appearance of our ego,

is

sure

to die;

and there

what

the use of preserving just this combination of

is

dust with

all

is

its little

no ground
defects,

—a

for bewailing

it,

for

combination whose

psychical components are a medley of a few true ideas,
of a

few

lofty aspirations

dices?
is?

O

Is

no!

it

It

mixed with errors and preju-

worth while to preserve this alloy as it
is thousand times more preferable to

preserve the good, the true, the ideal thoughts only.
* Cf.

SchopeDhauer. Parerga und Paralipomena,
Wesens durch den Tod.

keit unseres

iibe

Un

I

am

just

now engaged

in

exploring the dark re-

cesses of monetary science, but
progress.

It

is

and passages.

I

They pretend

to

a year,

it is

I

mammoth cave,
fear that my guides
a

know

all its

of the highest

don't

make much

full of

labyrinths

are ignorant also.

pathways, but the lights

importance that the money

should be of good material, and strong
The rich man can protect himself
in market value.
against its fluctuations and its changes, its expansions
of the country

and contractions, but I am helpless. The Secretary
of the Treasury never consults me as to whether he
The Chairman of the
shall buy bonds or sell them.
Ways and Means Committee never waits upon me at
my office in the Sand Bank, to enquire whether I desire the coinage of silver dollars to go on or stop; the
Judges of the Supreme Court do not care whether I

want the

legal tender act sustained or declared un-

Banking syndicates. Boards of Trade,
Sweat Extractors of every
kind, never inquire whether my dollar and-a-half a day
For these reasons
will buy me enough to eat or not.
I desire to see the monetary policy of the country on
To me it is not a
a solid and scientific foundation.
constitutional.

Wall

Streets, Incorporated

matter of party expediency;

it is

a question of bread.
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I

a

know how to
work when

don't

good job

the wall,

of

build a house, but
I

see

it.

If I

I

can

trade of conjurers, and this ponderous jargon about
" exchangeable credit," complicated

Treasury paying off the 3 per
and further discover that the United States
of America has bound itself by solemn treaty with the
United States of Wall Street not to pay its 4 per cents,
find the Secretary of the
cent, bonds,

actual gold money, created by the labor of the people,

know that the job was a botch,
Congress who did the work was com-

the year 1907,

I

and that the
posed of a lot of " plugs." Either that, or they were
knaves making bad laws for their own profit.

The luxury

men, because

was compelled to be.
mine, for somebody is

I

of cheating is not

me

forever.
I have stolen a little rest ocby the fraudulent device of lighting my pipe
with contrary matches, which would never burn until
the impatient boss yelled at me, "Tom, it takes you a
long time to light that pipe." One day when this occurred I seized my 'barrow, and walking down the

watching

casionally

I thought like this, " He will not allow me to
wheel up a light load; he will not permit me to clip a
moment of time, is he so particular to pay good money
for wages?"
It flashed upon me all at once that he
always paid me in the cheapest money that was current at the time, and it occurred to me also that I had
been howling for payment in cheaper money still.
The experience came full upon me the other day when,
picking up a Chicago paper, I read this alarming heading to an editorial article, " Drifting toward dear
money." It was evidently written by one of the stum-

plank,

mammoth

bling guides of the

What

cave.

dear money? Something dreadful certainly,
for "drifting" suggests a ship, helpless, and rudderless

is

moving

to

its

reading the article

meant something

doom.
I

My

fright

ended when on

discovered that " dear

money

and drawn from them by the surgical process known
as taxation. " Exchangeable credit" is only the reverse
side of a coin having "exchangeable debt" on its
obverse side. A bond is only a promise to pay a debt,
and the credit in it and the debt in it must travel the
world together.
A great many fictitious attributes of goodness have
been given of late to these bonds. The beneficent
they
national banks have been built upon them
furnish a convenient savings-box for widows and
they make the
orphans to keep their money in
" coupon clippers " loyal to the government, and many
now we are told that they
other miracles they do
make a fine article of " exchangeable credit," and " perform the functions of an international currency." If
those bonds have all these virtues they are blessed
things, and the war that brought them is entitled to all
praise.
I shall never believe that, for I was there from
It was a bloody sacrifice
the beginning to the end.
and the only consolation it ever brings to me is that it
bought the freedom of the slave. The price was the
highest ever paid for freedom in this world, but then,
freedom is cheap at any price many of the war curses
are embalmed in those bonds to plague our children
and our grand-children for a long time to come. The
interest on them has been squeezed out of the laboring
man, and converted into usur}' to oppress him. For all
that I would not flinch a hair's breadth from eitherthe
letter or the spirit of the contract, but would redeem
I would
stand up to a hard barit to the last penny.
gain as faithfullj' as to an easy one.
It is complained that this appreciation of money
•

Much of the pleasure of my life has consisted in
wishing my life away. My joy of an afternoon has been
As it grew
to see my shadow lengthen in the sun.
longer my time of rest grew nearer. I have been honester than other

and confused with

thousands of millions of dollars, is the device of a lost
guide to conceal his ignorance of the road. He did
not see that the bonds had been "cancelled" by payment, and that their vacant places had been filled by

a botch has

until

Occult phrases have always been the stock in

gold."

tell

see a crack in

suspect a bad foundation, and I know that
had something to do with it. When I

I
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"

;

;

;

;

;

would buy more goods than
money of the cheaper sort; and when on reading further I saw that "dear money" included the calamity
of cheap rent and clothes and fuel and bread, I shouted,
" Let her drift."
The artificial values that have been
placed by bad laws upon the blessings of life, must
come to an honest level some time or other, and the
sooner the better for me.
The prime cause of this impending calamity,

has diminished the value of real estate.

according to this bewildered guide,

resources of the country

that

contraction of the total

volume

is

the " virtual

exchangeable credit
caused by the steady withdrawal and cancellation of
about ^2,000,000,000 of United States National Bonds,
which, in our exchanges with Europe, had performed
the functions of an international currency jointly with
of

this disaster

upon me

is

that

I

must pay

The

effect of

less rent.

It

complained that it has lowered the value of all
merchandise. The only way in which this "shrinkage
of values " is made manifest to me is in lower prices
Why then should I be troubled ?
for everything I buy.
"Because," retorts the capitalist, "it means a shrinkage of wages too." I am not afraid of that. It is a
The
lying old ghost that will never scare me again.

is

also

mankind are

those resources
is

still

exist; the necessities of

same, and the labor of men upon
There
as valuable as it ever was.

just the
is

no " shrinkage

of values,"

Bad laws made by bad

men

in the interest of speculation, usury,

oly,

have made an

artificial

and monop-

increase of prices, and

THE OPEN
when

those prices begin to

fall in

COURT.

obedience to the

BOOK REVIEWS.

claims of honest industry, extortion sets up a howl that

"values are shrinking." The "value" of a house
cannot shrink, except from physical causes, any more

The

than the walls can shrink.

may

rent

the artificial causes that have swollen

when

shrink

cease to oper-

it

ate, but the honest and legitimate value of the house
remains the same. I think the time has come when
workingmen may profitably unlearn much of their old
economy, and reverse their opinions as to the blessings
of cheap money.
Dear money is the rightful reward
of honest labor, and that money we should insist
upon.

von

Gi'zycki.

AND

POLITICS
I

more interesting
American readers as the author has allowed himself to be not a
influenced by American thinkers, especially Dr. Stanton
Coit, Wm. M. Salter, and Felix Adler. His book represents a moral
philosophy, which finds its most appropriate realization in the societies for ethical culture of the United States. The author, whose
former publications were most closely allied to utilitarianism, it
He bases his
seems, has modified his position to some extent.
ethics now on the maxim: " Strebe nach Geioissensfrieden, indent du
weihst."
of soul by
IVohle
der
Menschheit
dich
(Strive
for
peace
dem
to

explained, on 540 pages,

the aim of

Court and

on "Protection"
Now, in the Friend

in

The Open

Int., a copy of
think it unethical.
which I enclose thee, is published a political article on a " flyleaf,"
of which I doubted the propriety in a religious journal, but they
did it in time for a reply before the election, upon this " burning

This thee did not do! and thee has for this reason

question."
greatly

me.

mortified

Court.

I

am

life,

morals

expected better things of

I

man

an older

United States drained of

its

in

duty,

chapters treating of the basis of mor-

virtue, free-will

and theology,

he has laid down in his
article

Goethe's poem:

ethics, in

Man must

be noble

Helpful and good!

For

that alone

Distinguishes

him

From all things
Known to us.

The Open

*

saw the

Nature around us
Is without feeling:

judge than thee, and

I

1861 we had to pay 12 per
on account of government loans under James Buchanan.
I was engaged in active business during the Forties, and am a
witness of the general depression and embarrassment which was
caused by the abrogation of the protective tariff of 1842, and the
the years 1846 and 1857, so that in

The Sun sheds

cent,

O'er the good and the

The

substitution of the revenue tariff of 1846.

price of land in the

neighborhood of Philadelphia which had enhanced in value, received a great check, and all kind of business was depressed by
the change of policy on the part of the government.

David Newport.

Respectfully,

Willow Grove, November
Diivid

iVe-u'port,

day.

I

wish

I

— Your favor of the 5th

had succeeded

at

an

inst.

P.\.

Seizing nosv the schoolbay's

has reached

earlier date

me

to-

in writing the ar-

to express their views before the election.
I

did not

make any

progress in

when
warming up under the opposition to my views in local circles.
night
before
o'clock
at
The article was not finished until about 11
writing the article but until a few days before

its

publication;

may be doubted

idea you utter, that the propriety

of pub-

lishing a political article in a religious journal, has occurred also to

me and
I

has contributed

have arrived

to its late

appearance.

at the conviction that

The Open Court

treat the ethical side of important political questions.
ical opinions that

Curly innocence.

Now, too, the gray crown
Of aged guilt.
But man can accomplish,
Man alone, —the impossible;
He discriminates,
Chooses and judges;

has

to

Philosoph-

have assumed the religious character force their
them to all important issues of mankind.

bearers openly to apply

the fleeting

He

gives duration.

Eda'.^rd C.

La Salle. Novemb'j

.

;

i88

Hegeler.

it is,

To reward the good
To punish the wicked.
To save and to rescue.
To dispose, with foresight,
The erring, the straying.
*

*
Let the noble

Be

Sincerely voirs

moment

To

His alone

publication day.

The

as the honest.

Storms and torrents,
Hail and thunder,
Roar their course
Seizing and taking

Thus also Fortune
Gropes 'mid the crowd.
Co.,

on " Free Trade and Protection," for the reason that it would
then have had more practical effect, as well as the reason that subscribers of The Open Court could thus have had an opportunity
writer,

As well

evil;

Stars shine

All before them,

ticle

Being no professional

The Moon and the
Upon the guilty

All alike.

Esq.,

Sir:

his light

1888.

5,

Willow Grove,
Montgomery

Mv Dear

and determinism,

nature and morals.

gold by a low tariff in the time between

I

This ethical system

devoting thyself to the welfare of humanity).

re-

Prof.

Gizycki finds a poetical expression of the fundamental truths which

—

have just read thy

Friedrich.

little

als,

RELIGION.

W.

Leipzig: Verlag von

Prof. Gizycki's latest publication will be the

sponsibility,

Friend Hcgcler:

Gemeinverstandlich dargestellt von Georg

Moral-Philosophie.

is

CORRESPONDENCE.
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man

helpful and good,

Untiringly do

What

is

useful and just!
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John Bodewin's Testimony. Mary Hallock

&

We

Ticknor

comedy
book

are glad to see this story, which

we have always

(Ticknor's paper edition).

new and cheaper form.

its

Foots. Boston:

Co.

It

w.

c. P.

Mr. David Newport's remark as
pression in the Forties are not in

Hugh McCulloch
"

as

Men and Measures

set

the Parochial School System in the United States.

15 Cents.

forth

written

from a purely secular standpoint, and proposes to meet the arguments and pretensions of the advocates of that system by considIt calls upon the
erations of public policy and national interest.
fair-minded of all religious denominations to avoid the narrowing
influence of a sectarian education:
* * * '
do not want, any of us. Catholic reading-books,

w.

to the causes of financial de-

harmony with
in

the views of Mr.

his recently published book,

BOOKS RECEIVED.
of Half a Century, by Hugh McCulloch.
York. Charles Scribners' Sons. A. C. McClurg & Co.
Realistic Idealism in Philosophy Itself, by Nathaniel Holmes.

Men and Measures

criticism of
It is

c. p.

of Half a Century."

The Roman Catholic Church and the School Question. By
Edwin D. Mead. Boston; 1888. George H. Ellis.
The above little pamphlet is a cool and impartial

Prof. Everett's

NOTES.

we

is,

and one that well assures her
both in the construction of plot and

delineation of character.

as " a great corrrector " of exaggeration.

both valuable and interesting.

liked, in

believe, the author's first long story,
ability in that line of work,

is

S4.00.

2

New

Vols. S5.00.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Eino Studio zu seiner Wiirdigung, by Dr. H. Druskomitz.

EuGEN DuHRiNG.

Heidelberg: Georg Weiss.

The Faith that Makes Faithful, William
Chicago. Charles H. Kerr & Co.

C.

Gannett. Jenkins Lloyd Jones.

Selections from Kant. Selected and translated by yohn Watson, LL. D.
New York. MacMillan & Co. A. C. McClurg & Co.

We

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT*

nor Quaker spelling-books, nor Jewish geographies, nor Baptist
histories, nor Presbyterian grammars, nor High Church cook
*
books, nor Unitarian geologies, nor Trinitarian arithmetics. * *
I wish for one that we might see a decadence of private schools

one could speak more warmly than I of many of
cities, and the private
school doubtless has a certain proper place, but I do not wish to
I have little more affection for the Protestsee the system grow.

altogether.

No

the private schools of Boston and of other

ant private school than for the Catholic.
to

The

sonal interest of

private school, tends

draws away the permany parents, men whose interest we most need,

create and encourage class distinctions,

it

from the public school, it does not make for sturdiness,
make for democracy, it does not make for public spirit.

Poetry, Comedy, and Duty.
Mifflin

&

C.

C. Evereil.

it

does not

"

Boston: Houghton,

Co.

Prof. Everett is well, if not popularly, known as one of the
most thorough and cultured thinkers we have, and a volume from
his pen is sure to command attention from a large class of thoughtful readers.
The grouping together poetry, comedy, and duty as

separate but kindred factors in the evolution of character

may

doubt of the worth and
truth of the author's purpose wears away as soon as one begins to

seem an odd combination

at first, yet all

Under poetry Prof. Everett treats somewhat at length of
the function of the imagination, which he defines as " the power of
read.

mental vision, a power which creates that which
a necessary element of

He

human

beholds"; and

it

consciousness and action everywhere.

speaks of the use which science makes of the imagination, as

illustrated in Tyndall's great essay

on

this subject,

and shows very

clearly that the successful business man must also rely on this
same faculty. " Art and poetry are methods or instruments of the

imagination, and these complete the world." The ne.\t portion of
this essay is entitled " The Philosophy of Poetry, " in which poetry is counted among the representative arts, since " even in its

form it does not directly express passion;
In a study of the " Poetic Aspects of Nature "

lyrical

how

it

represents

we are

it."

led to see

beauty, expressed in poetic images and forms, becomes an es-

sential

much

factor in

human conduct and

aspiration.

We

space to bestow on the essay on Comedy,

in

have not so
which the

author seeks to show the compensating influences of the comic; "In
the comic we are taken into the world of surfaces." The real
world, even that of beauty imposes too severe a strain on the

mind
when in constant contemplation, which the humorous relieves.
The essay on Duty is earnest, philosophical, and pervaded with the
glow of a fine ideality throughout
With John Fiske, the writer
power of sympathy as a motive in human
are shown how poetry, embodying noble
and beautiful images, serves as a constant inspiration to man, and
gives high rank to the
action.

In conclusion

we

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER X^F/— Continued.
The Professor

received

the desired

permission.

Use made her preparations for the journey with a solemn seriousness which struck all around her. She
was now to approach the presence of her Sovereign,
whom she had regarded from a distance with shy reIt made her heart heavy to think that the son
spect.
had never spoken of his father, and that she knew
nothing of her illustrious master but his countenance
and manner. She asked herself, anxiously: " How
will he treat Felix and me?"
Whilst Felix was collecting all the books and documents which were indispensable for the journey, the
Doctor was standing sorrowful in his friend's room.
He was satisfied that the Professor could not withdraw from the duty of seeking for the manuscript; and
The
yet his invitation to Court did not please him.
sudden breaking of their tranquil life disturbed him,
and he sometimes looked anxiously at Use.
Laura sat, the last evening, near Use, leaning on
her shoulder, weeping. . " It appears to me," said the
latter, " that something portentous lies in my path,
and I go in fear. But I leave you without anxiety for
your future, although you have sometimes made me
uneasy, you stubborn little puss; for I know there is
one who will always be your best adviser, even though
you should seldom see each other."
"I lose him when I lose you," cried Laura, in
"All vanishes that has been the happiness of
tears.
my life. In the little garden which I have secretly laid
out for myself, the blossoms are torn up by the roots,
the bitter trial of deprivation has come to me also; and
poor Fritz, who already was practicing resignation,
will now be quite lost in his hermitage."
Even Gabriel, who was to accompany the travelers
to the capital and await their return home from abroad
at the house of Use's father, was excited during this
^

Translation copyrighted.

I
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and often disappeared into the house of Mr.
The last day he brought
it became Hark.
the market a beautiful bird of uncommon
appearance, with colored feathers, pasted on a sheet,
with the inscription; "Peacock from Madagascar."

being arranged [for Professor Werner.
seldom open now; formerly his Highness, the Sovereign, used to live there occasionally."
"I do not remember ever having been in it for a
"it

period,

lain;

Hahn when
home from

The house

Gabriel wrote, in addition, in clear,
" Faithful unto death."

stiff

enemy's house.
and a pocket-handkerchief be seen, which wiped
the tears from sorrowful eyes.
"No allusion is meant to the name of this familj',"
said Gabriel, holding the bird once more in the moonlight, the beams of which fell through the staircase
window upon two sorrowful facesj "but it occurred to
me as a remembrance. When you look at it think of
me, and the words I have written on it. We must
part, but it is hard to do so."
The honest fellow
to the

there,

is

is

very long time."

"Would your Highness

characters:

This he took in the evening
A whispering might be heard

greeted him, cast a cursory glance at the house, and
to pass on.
It was a small grey-stone

was inclined

structure, in old fashioned style; there were shellshaped arabesques round the doors and windows, and
little dropsical angels supported heavy garlands of
stone flowers with lines which appeared to have been

cut out of elephant's hide; the angels themselves looked

they had just crept out of a dirty

as

dried in the sun.

not for long," said Gabriel, consolingly, in

spite of his

own

" Paste

sorrow.

the bird on the

cover of your trunk, and when you open
out a good dress, think of me."

it

and take

my

letters in it."

Gabriel looked happy, in spite of his sorrow; and
the

moon glanced

jeeringly

down on

the kisses and

vows which were exchanged.

CHAPTER

XXVri.

THE SOVEREIGN.
Chamberlain

in

the

the gardens which surrounded the

He looked

The dark

swamp and been

building stood amid the

fresh verdure like a large chest, in

which all the withered flowers that the garden had ever borne, and all
the moss which the gardener had ever scraped from
the trees, seemed to have been kept for later genera" It

is

an uninviting

looking place,"

said

the

Prince.

"It is the gloomy appearance that has always
pleased his Sovereign Highness so much," replied the
Marshal. "Will not your Highness examine the interior?"

The Prince passed slowly up the steps and through
The musty smell of the long-closed

the apartments.

rooms had not been removed by the pastiles that had
been burnt in them; logs were blazing in all the fireplaces, but the warmth which they spread still struggled with the damp air. The arrangement of the rooms
was throughout orderly and complete. There were
heavy portieres, curtains with large tassels, and fantastic furniture with much gilding, and white covers
for the preservation

The Hereditary Prince was walking with
royal castle on three sides.

if

tions.

"Always," cried Dorchen, weeping. "I do not
need that."
" When I return, Dorchen, we will talk further of
what is to become of us, and I hope all will go well.
The handkerchief which has received your tears shall
be a remembrance for me."
" Leave it to me," said Dorchen, sobbing. " I must
tell you I have bought wool, and will embroider you a
wallet.
This you shall carry about you, and when I
write, put

rooms?"

can pass that way."
The Chamberlain turned towards the pavilion; the
Marshal was standing at the door; he had come to see
that everything was in order.
The Hereditary Prince

Dorchen took it from him; she had forgotten her
own, and wiped her eyes with it.
is

like to see the

"We

pulled out his pocket-handkerchief.

" It
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indifferently

on

the splendid coloring of the early flowers and the fresh

green of the trees; to-day he was more silent than
usual; whilst the birds piped to him from the branches,

and the spring breeze wafted fragrance from the tops
of the trees, he played with his eye-glass.
"What
bird is that singing?" he asked, at last, awakening
from his apathy.
The Chamberlain replied, "It is a thrush."
The Prince examined the bird with his glasses,
and then asked, carelessly, " What are those people
ahead of us carrying?"
"Chairs for the pavilion," answered the Chamber-

of the .silk, mirrors with broad
round the chimney-piece garlands
grey marble, and upon it wreathed vases

fantastic frames,

carved in

and little figures of painted porcelain. In the boudoir,
on a marble console, there was a large clock under a
glass bell; a nude gilded nymph poured water over the
dial from her urn which was turned to gilded ice.
Everything was richly adorned; but the whole arrangement, furniture, porcelain, and walls, looked as if no
eye had ever rested on them with pleasure, nor careful
housewife rejoiced in their possession. There were
remarkable things from every part of the world; first
they had been placed in the large assembly-rooms which
were opened at Court fetes; then they had ceased to
be in fashion, and were moved into side-rooms. It
was now their destiny to be handed down from one
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generation to another, and counted once a year to see
Thus they passed a neverif they were still there.

ending existence

—preserved, but

not used; kept, but

disregarded.

"It

damp and

is

ing round

open

upon the

cold here," said the Prince, lookwalls,

and again hastening into the

air.

"How

do the arrangements please your

High-

ness?" asked the Marshal.

"They will do very well," answered

the Prince, "ex-

cept the pictures."

"Some of them certainly are rather improper," acknowledged the Marshal.
"My father would be pleased if you could remove
these.

When

is

Professor

Werner expected?"

"This evening," replied the Chamberlain. "Perhaps your Highness would wish to receive the guest
after his arrival, or to pay him a visit yourself."

"You may ask my

When

father," replied the Prince.

the Prince went with his companion up the

staircase to his

own rooms

in the castle, the

Cham-

berlain began:

"The

Professor's wife

was very much pleased once

with the flowers which your Highness sent her. May
I commission the Court gardener to put some in her

room?"

"Do

what you think

fitting," replied the Prince,

coldly.

He

entered his apartmont, looked behind him to
he were alone, and went with rapid steps to the
window; from thence he looked over the level lawn
see

if

and the blooming rows of trees to the pavilion. He
gazed long through the window, then took a book
from the table and seated himself in the corner of the
sofa to read; but he laid the book on the table again,
paced hastily up and down, and looked at his watch.
The Court dinner was over. The ladies cast a half
glance behind them to see if the back-ground was
clear for their retiring curtsies.
The gentlemen took
their hats under their ai;ms. The Marshal approached
the door, and held his gold-headed stick with graceful
deportment a sure sign that the royal party was about
to break up. The Princess, who was still in mourning,

—

stopped her brother.
" When do they come?
I am so curious," she said,
in a low tone.
"They are perhaps already there," answered he,
looking down.
"I am going to the theatre to-day for the first time
again," continued the Princess. "Come into my box
if you can."
The Prince nodded. Information came to the Marshal, which he conveyed to the Prince's father. " Your
teacher, Professor Werner, is come," said he, aloud,
to his son.
" You will undoubtedly wish to pay your

compliments to him." He then bowed to the Court,
and the j'oung Princess foUowed him out of the
room.

The Chamberlain hastened to the pavilion. The
Marshal followed more quietly. A royal equipage had
brought the travelers from the nearest station. They
passed rapidly by the trees in the park, the pleasuregrounds, and the lighted windows of the royal castle.
The pavilion was no longer a shapeless building, as it
appeared in the day, under the glaring sun, to the inThe moon lighted up
different eyes of the courtiers.
the front, and shone with a glimmering halo on the walls;
it threw a silver glitter on the cheeks of the angels,
and on the solid broad leaves of their garlands, and
brought out strongly on the bright surface of the wall
Wax -lights
the shadows of the projecting cornices.
shone through the open door. Lackeys, in rich liveries, held heavy candelabra. The steward of the house,
a friendly looking personage, in dress coat and kneebreeches, stood in the hall and greeted the comers
with polite words. Following the lackeys. Use ascended
the carpeted steps, on her husband's arm, and when
the servant threw back the portiere, and the row of
rooms appeared shining with wax-lights, she could
hardly suppress an exclamation of astonishment. The
steward led them through the rooms, explained the
disposal of them, and Use perceived, with rapid glance,
how stately and comfortable they all were. She
looked with admiration at the abundance of flowers
which were placed in the vases and bowls. She wondered whether her little Prince had shown this tender
attention, but was undeceived when the official announced that the Chamberlain had sent them. A pretty
maid was introduced, who was to wait upon her exclusively. Gabriel stood in the ante-room considering
where he and his traps would be taken, in order that
the Professor's boots might, in the morning, be no
dishonor to the splendor of the house. At last one of
the lackeys showed him his room, and, like a good
comrade, pointed out to him the lamps of a tavern,
which for his leisure hours would be particularlj'
agreeable.

Use went through the rooms as if stupefied by
and endeavored to open the window to

their splendor,
let

in

some

fresh air, for the strong fragrance of the

hyacinths threatened her with headache.
the Chamberlain, behind him the Marshal,

Then came

who was also

an urbane gentleman of very refined appearance; and
both expressed their pleasure at seeing the Professor

and his wife. They offered their services on all occasions, and pointed out from the windows the position
Suddenly the lackey threw open the
of the pavilion.
folding-doors, announcing "His Highness, the Hereditar)'

Prince."
{To he

C07ittnited.)

*
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FORMER CONTRIBUTIONS TO "THE OPEN COURT."

GEORG VON GIZYCKI.

POWELL.

E. P.

The American scholar, E. P. Powell, gives his views on "Language" in Nos. 24 and 26. He maintains that language, as a
means of communication, is possessed by all the animal creation,
even down to the lowest in the scale of being; that all communicate with one another; that all of them have a language to
express their wants and especially to express hunger. This lies
at the root of the principle of evolution,

opment

is

because " organic devel-

necessitated in the direction of organic

power

to express

- to spL-ak."

W.

W.

Mr.

D.

GUNNING.

D. Gunning's essay Kalzcnjaiiinicr,

sprightly, half

in

No.

I,

is

a

humorous, half serious lay sermon, sending shafts

Katzenjammer is a
and denotes a malady of

of light into the dark recesses of the mind.

German word, which means

cat-sickness,

from night-lite. The owl, the nighthawk, the whip-poor-will and all the felines are night-prowlers.
Men also have gone astray with the cats and become nocturnal;
even Socrates, with all his virtues was somewhat addicted to Katzenjammer. Katzenjammer was a large factor in the decline of
Athens and the chief factor in the fall of Rome. What a Katzenjammer's-band was that of Cataline! What Katzenjammer was that
of Nero fiddling in the light of burning Rome! Struggle for life
drove one member of a certain family higher into the air,
and another into the ground. The sun-seeker gained in eye and
brain, the earth-burrower lost its eyes and retained only brain
enough to guide it through the ground. Such are the fates of the
mole and the bat. Igdrasil the tree of life has been pushing its
human fruit inward to the shade. We want a peripheral humanity
lit by beams of science and sweetened and mellowed by active rays
of the sun of righteousness.

body and mind which

results

MORRISON

I.

SWIFT.

In No. 23 Morrison I. Swift makes a vigorous appeal to the
churches that they become actively interested in what is generally
knpwn as "The Social Problem," and that they take the lead in
Christianizing the people after the manner practiced by Jesus in
Judea and by his disciples, as related in the New Testament. Mr.
Swift's language is clear, eloquent, pervaded by an ideal humanitarianism, and is not only respectful to the clergy but even
reverent. He thinks the opportunities of the present and the
future are in the hands of the churches, and that the clergy may
lead the van of social progress instead of trailing along behind
the baggage wagons, as they have so long been contented to do.
" In this country," he says, " where the church has the allegiance
of so large a portion of the people, where it represents a large
proportion of the specially organized moral forces of the land,
where finally its material resources are almost unlimited and the

money power of the country
be possible
with little

for the

church

difficulty,

if

it

is its

to bring

friend

and supporter,

about the reform that

desired to do so."

it

is

would

needed,

Here Mr. Swift

is

confronted with the important objection that should the church
tion so far as "to establish such

fair

distribution of the products

human

industry that superabundance and luxury will not
exist," the " money power of the country" would cease to be its
" friend

and supporter" and the clergy might cease

He

to

be a priest-

is said by some that
go much beyond those who maintain it. This
is to acknowledge that the opinions of the clergy are to-day
bought and paid for, just as lawyers are hired and legislators sent

hood.

presents the difficulty thus: " It

the pulpit will not

uphold the ideas of their constituency." Notwithstanding this
Mr. Swift fees "a slumbering lion in the Christian
ministry, which will, ere long, awaken and put forth its formidable powers for the poor and the oppressed."
to

difficulty,

In Nos. 25 and 26 is presented a very scientific article enti" Determinism versus Indeterminism," by Georg Von
tled
Gizycki, Professor of Philosophy at the University of Berlin.

This

answer to Professor William James of Harvard Uniwho, in a lecture published in the Unitarian Eeviezv, had

in

is

versity,

The whole inquiry
and the terms are thus ex-

maintained the doctrine of indeterminism.

Freedom of the

relates to the

plained

Will,

:

" The question whether the actions of the will are phenomena
which act in conformity to a law, admits of only two answers
yes and no.
The philosophic theory which holds that they do, has been
called Determinism; that which says they do not is known as

Indeter7ninisui^^

and

The argument, which is deeply philosophical throughout,
in some parts of it a demonstration, proceeds upon the theory
human will is under the control of law, and that its

that the

Freedom of the Will is
never an accident, nor the offspring of caprice; that the reformation of an evil-doer is made by surrounding him with conditions
whose laws will compel his will to act in the right way.
actions are determinedhy necessity; that
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Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, S2.00.

THE LUCK OF EDENHALL.
Bv Amanda
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Longfellow
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charming drawings made at Edenhall last summer by Edmund H. Garrett. In box, 60 cents.
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By
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Mediterranean Basin, Spain, and the United
which
It is a book of valuable information
one can read with pleasure, and which young peo-

Lether-

that
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a man whose pictures of child-life are
innocence and
bv old or modern masters— in ideal
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unknown. Small quarto, in box, Si. 25.
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home-life
story of his boyhood, a record of his
and a recital of his relations with children, by
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Rev. Samuel Longfellow; Whittier's memorial
poem- an account of the unveiling in Westminster
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" The Story
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attempted,
sketching the rise and development of the Amer-

The

first

consecutive narrative

yet

ican seaman on board merchant vessel
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GER-
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The book is full of valuable inforin every way.
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By Samuel Kneeland, A.M.

8vo.
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full-page illustrations.
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apt thoughts on life's common duties and pleasIts

charm

consists in
to

make

ancient Celts.
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original investigations of Prof.

Rhys have thrown a new and welcome

light

upon
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many books some
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of the Fox Sisters

By Edward
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have not been introduced into
but as the burning questions of
the day must be judged from ethical principles, the
problem of Protection or Free trade is here viewed
from the religious, /. e. humanitarian standpoint.
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work in the province of philological archaBology.-
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city,

as stories of adventure.

much
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energetic and educated

States.

ple will enjoy as

and legends of the famous

wrote-a

A vivid account of the author's experiences while
visiting these wonderful phenomena in Japan, Iceland, the Hawaiian and Philippine Islands, the

An

every town,

at the
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upon the recent confession

Academy

of Music. N. Y.,

with a short historical sketch of the Spiritualist
movement in America and England.

ethical law is: " Aspire to a higher humanity." How shall we attain to this higher humanity? by protection? by restricting other nations
from competing with us? by taking advantage of
temporary international circumstances? No. Experience shows that competition is the foundation

The general

of progress.

The

truly ethical policy is that which
and offers the

affords the greatest opportunities
least obstacles to the

man

race.

onward movement

of the hu-

Thus, from the humanitarian point of

view, protection fails to stand the

test.

